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Abstract

Quite recently, Yang et al. presented an efficient three-party authenticated key ex-
change protocol based upon elliptic curve cryptography for mobile-commerce envi-
ronments. In this paper, we demonstrate that Yang et al’s three-party authenticated
protocol is potentially vulnerable to an unknown key-share attack and imperson-
ation attack. Thereafter, we suggest a secure and efficient three-party authenticated
key exchange protocol for mobile-commerce environments. Our improved protocol
has the following advantages over Yang et al.’s protocol: (1) our scheme combines
two factors to strengthen its authentication mechanism; (2) our scheme simply uti-
lizes each user’s unique identity to accomplish authentication, eliminating mainte-
nance of a lot of users’ keys. Furthermore, our scheme is more efficient than Yang
et al’s scheme. Therefore, the end result is more suited to be a candidate for imple-
mentation in mobile-commerce environments.

Key words: unknown key-share attack; impersonation attack; three-party;
authenticated key exchange; mobile-commerce; elliptic curve cryptography.

1 Introduction

Authenticated key exchange(AKE) are protocols for mutual authentication
of two parties and generation of a cryptographically strong shared key be-
tween them, which are fundamental for achieving secure communication over
public, insecure networks. Due to the usefulness of authenticated key exchange
protocols, numerous schemes have been proposed to improve security and per-
formance during the last decades. In practices, most of these proposed AKE
protocols are presented in the context that the two involved entities are client
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and server respectively, e.g. [1–3], which are simply called 2PAKE protocols.
However, there is a common problem in these 2PAKE protocols. That is, two
communication parties need to previously share a password or a secret for the
mutual authentication and a session key agreement. To apply 2PAKE proto-
cols to a large scale peer-to-peer system, each pair of communication parties in
a group needs to pre-share a secret. This restriction causes that each user has
to keep a large number of secrets for communicating with a group of users. To
solve this problem, various three-party authenticated key exchange (3PAKE)
protocols were proposed [4–7], in which a trusted server exists to mediate be-
tween two communication parties to allow mutual authentication and each
user only shares one secret with the server. The design of such protocols re-
mains a hard problem despite years of research, evidenced by the number of
protocols (including some well-studied and well-cited ones) being broken after
publication[8–16]. As pointed out in [12], experience in the analysis and design
of security protocols has shown that even seemingly sound designs may ex-
hibit problems, so years of public scrutiny should still complement the process
before a protocol is deemed secure.

In 2008, Chen et al. [17] proposed a round-efficient 3PAKE protocol to pro-
vide the computation and communication efficiency for user authentication
and session key exchange. However, quite recently, Yang et al. [18]discovered
that the computation costs and communication loads of their protocol were
still high so that it could not be applied to mobile communications, and thus
they proposed an efficient three-party authenticated key exchange protocol
based upon elliptic curve cryptography[19,20] for mobile-commerce environ-
ments. They claimed that their protocol is superior to similar protocols with
respect to security and efficiency. Unfortunately, we find that their protocol
is still vulnerable to an unknown key-share attack and impersonation attack.
Thereafter, we propose a secure and efficient three-party authenticated key
exchange protocol for mobile-commerce environments. Our improved proto-
col not only defeats the attacks described by us but also has the following
advantages over Yang et al.’s protocol:

(1) Firstly, our scheme is a two-factor mutual authentication scheme based
on smart cards and passwords so that one must have the smart-card
and know the password in order to agree on a session with another user.
However, the authentication mechanism in Yang et al.’ scheme depends
solely on a long-term private key stored in the mobile device(or the card),
which is risky because one can easily impersonate the user if he gets
the device(this assumption is reasonable because the users may lose his
mobile device sometimes).

(2) Secondly, our scheme simply utilizes each user’s unique identity to ac-
complish authentication. Thus, the server does not need to maintain a
large public-key table while the number of users becomes very large.
Therefore, our scheme provides high scalability for the user addition in
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mobile-commerce environment. However, Yang et al.’s scheme on elliptic
curve cryptosystem (ECC) accomplished authentication using public-key
and thus the server needs a large storage space to store users’ public keys
and certificates.

Furthermore, our scheme is more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme in [18].
Therefore, the end result is more suited to be a candidate for implementation
in mobile-commerce environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews
Yang et al.’s three-party authenticated protocol and then shows its weaknesses
and disadvantages. Section 3 provides an improved scheme along with some
important discussions. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section 4.

2 Review of Yang et al.’s protocol

This section briefly describes the three party AKE protocols proposed by Yang
et al. [18], starting with some definitions and notations. Finally, we will point
out its weaknesses and advantages.

2.1 Preliminaries

The notations used in their protocol are described as in the following:

• E : an elliptic curve defined over a finite field Fp with large group order[19,20],
where p is a large odd prime p > 2160;

• Q: a point in E with large order q, where q is a secure large prime;
• G: the cyclic addition group generated by Q;
• dI/UI : a private/public key pair of I(a protocol participant), where UI =

dI ∗Q (“*” denotes the point multiplication over E).
• Ek(·)/Dk(·): a secure symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm (e.g., AES

(Advanced Encryption Standard)[21]), where k denotes the symmetric key;
• IDI : the identities of I(a protocol participant).

2.2 Protocol description

There are three entities involved in the protocol: the authentication server S,
and two users A(initiator) and B(responder) who wish to establish a session
key between them. And the protocol is divided into two phases: the initializa-
tion phase and the authenticated key exchange phase. Here, we just follows the
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description in [18]. In the initialization phase, it assumes that the two users A
and B must register to the server S to generate their private keys and public
keys . Then, A, B, and S have their private/public key pairs dA/UA, dB/UB,
and dS/US respectively. In the authenticated key exchange phase, A and B
authenticate each other with S’s help, then A and B can share a common
session key. This phase is divided into three rounds which are illustrated as in
Fig. 1. And a more detailed description follows.

Fig. 1. A high-level description of Yang et al.’s protocol.
A B S

rA ∈ Z∗q
RA = rA ∗ UA

R̂A = rA ∗ US

KA = dA ∗ R̂A = (kAx, kAy)

wA ∈ Z∗q
WA = wA ∗Q

CA = EkAx
(RA, WA)

(IDA,Request)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(IDA,IDB ,CA,RA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

rB ∈ Z∗q
RB = rB ∗ UB

R̂B = rB ∗ US

KB = dB ∗ R̂B = (kBx, kBy)

wB ∈ Z∗q
WB = wB ∗Q

CB = EkBx
(RB , WB)

(IDB ,Response)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (IDB ,IDA,CB ,RB)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
KA = dS ∗RA = (kAx, kAy)

KB = dS ∗RB = (kBx, kBy)

(RA, WA) = DkAx
(CA)

(RB , WB) = DkBx
(CB)

Check RA

Check RB

CSA = EkAx
(RA, WB)

CSB = EkBx
(RB , WA)

(IDS ,CSB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(IDS ,CSA)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(RA, WB) = DkAx
(CSA) (RB , WA) = DkBx

(CSB)

Check RA Check RB

SKA = wA ∗WB SKB = wB ∗WA

Round 1:

Step 1. A randomly selects an integer rA ∈ Z∗
q to compute RA = rA ∗UA and

R̂A = rA ∗ US.
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Step 2. A computes KA = dA ∗ R̂A = (kAx, kAy), where kAx and kAy are x
and y coordinates of KA over E respectively.

Step 3. A randomly selects an integer wA ∈ Z∗
q to compute WA = wA ∗ Q

and uses kAx as the encryption key to compute CA = EkAx
(RA,WA).

Step 4. A sends (IDA, Request) and (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) to B and S, re-
spectively. Here, the message “Request” denotes a request that A asks B to
share a session key with him.

Round 2:

Step 1. After receiving (IDA, Request), B randomly selects an integer rB ∈
Z∗

q to compute RB = rB ∗ UB and R̂B = rB ∗ US.

Step 2. B computes KB = dB ∗ R̂B = (kBx, kBy), where kBx and kBy are x
and y coordinates of KB over E respectively.

Step 3. B randomly selects an integer wB ∈ Z∗
q to compute WB = wB ∗ Q

and uses kBx as the encryption key to compute CB = EkBx
(RB,WB).

Step 4. B sends (IDB, Response) and (IDB, IDA, CB, RB) to A and S, re-
spectively. Here, the message “Response” denotes a response that B accepts
A’s request.

Round 3:

Step 1. After receiving (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) and (IDB, IDA, CB, RB), S com-
putes KA = dS ∗RA = (kAx, kAy) and KB = dS ∗RB = (kBx, kBy).

Step 2. S uses kAx and kBx as the decryption keys to compute (RA,WA) =
DkAx

(CA) and (RB,WB) = DkBx
(CB) respectively.

Step 3. S checks if the decrypted RA is the same as RA that was sent from
A in Round 1. If they are the same, then S confirms that A is a valid user.
Otherwise, S stops the protocol and sends an authentication-failed message
to B. At the same time, S checks if the decrypted RB is the same as RB that
was sent from B in Round 2. If they are the same, then S confirms that B is
a valid user. Otherwise, S stops the protocol and sends an authentication-
failed message to A.

Step 4. If A and B are both valid users, then S uses kAx and kBx as the
symmetric keys to compute CSA = EkAx

(RA,WB) and CSB = EkBx
(RB,WA)

respectively.
Step 5. S sends CSA and CSB to A and B, respectively.
Step 6. After receiving CSA, A uses kAx as the decryption key to compute

(RA,WB) = DkAx
(CSA). Then, A checks if the decrypted RA is the same

as RA that he selected in Round 1. If they are the same, then A confirms
that B has been authenticated by S and he can obtain the session key by
computing SKA = wA ∗WB. Otherwise, A rejects the transaction.

Step 7. After receiving CSB, B uses kBx as the decryption key to compute
(RB,WA) = DkBx

(CSB). Then, B checks if the decrypted RB is the same
as RB that he selected in Round 2. If they are the same, then B confirms
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that A has been authenticated by S and he can obtain the session key by
computing SKB = wB ∗WA. Otherwise, B rejects the transaction.

The correctness of the protocol follows from the fact that, in an honest exe-
cution of the protocol, SKA = SKB = wAwB ∗Q.

2.3 Weaknesses of Yang et al.’s protocol

Unfortunately, Yang et al.’s protocol[18] described above is completely inse-
cure in the presence of an active adversary. In addition, we still find some
disadvantages in their scheme.

2.3.1 unknown key-share attack.

Firstly, we shows that it is potentially vulnerable to an unknown key-share
attack, by which an adversary can deceive the protocol principals about the
identity of the peer entity[22]. In particular, any legitimate user not suppos-
edly involved in a protocol run, say C, who has his private/public key pair
dC/UC , can end up sharing a session key with user A but with A thinking
it is sharing with user B who is not sharing any key with A or C. The at-
tack scenario is outlined in Fig. 2, where a dashed line indicates that the
corresponding message is intercepted by C enroute to its destination. A more
detailed description of the attack is as follows:

Fig. 2. An unknown key-share attack on Yang et al.’s protocol.

A B C S
(IDA,Request)· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 99K

(IDA,IDB ,CA,RA)· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 99K
(IDA,IDC ,CA,RA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(IDB ,Response)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (IDC ,IDA,CC ,RC)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(IDS ,CSC)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(IDS ,CSA)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(1) The protocol steps proceed as normal with A sending sending (IDA, Request)
and (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) to B and S respectively notifying them that it
wishes to initiate a session.

(2) Another user C intercepts the message (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) and instead
sends (IDA, IDC , CA, RA) to S as if it originated from A at first, causing S
to believe that A and C wish to establish a protocol session. Afterward, it
randomly chooses rC , wC ∈ Z∗

q and computes RC = rC ∗UC , R̂C = rC ∗US,

KC = dC ∗ R̂C = (kCx, kCy), WC = wC ∗Q, CC = EkCx
(RC ,WC), where kCx

and kCy are x and y coordinates of KC over E respectively. C then sends
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(IDB, Response) and (IDC , IDA, CC , RC) to A and S, respectively, as if it
originated from B, causing them to believe that B accepts A’s request.

(3) The rest of the steps proceed in a straightforward manner, but where CC

and RC are used instead of CB and RB, respectively.
(4) S then outputs (IDS, CSA) and (IDS, CSC) to A and C, respectively.
(5) After receiving CSA, A will use kAx as the decryption key to compute

(RA,WB) = DkAx
(CSA) and then obtain the secret key by computing SKA =

wA ∗WC .
(6) After receiving CSC , C will use kCx as the decryption key to compute

(RC ,WA) = DkCx
(CSC) and then obtain the secret key by computing SKB =

wC ∗WA.

In the above attack, a malicious user C impersonates B to respond to A when
A requests to initiate an instance of the protocol with B. And A ends up
thinking it is sharing a key with B when it is actually sharing with C and
C knows what this key SKA = SKB is. Meanwhile, B need not be present
at all. This attack is an impersonation-of-responder attack[10]. Through the
attack, the authentication mechanism of the protocol is completely compro-
mised. More specifically, Yang et al.’s protocol does not satisfy implicit key
authentication(i.e. both parties are ensured that no other principals aside from
their intended peers may learn the established secret key [22,23]) , which is
the fundamental security property that any given key exchange protocol is
expected to possess, of course, in the presence of active adversaries who may
read, modify, insert, delete, replay and delay messages [24–27].

Similarly, C also can mounts an impersonation-of-initiator attack, in which it
can impersonate A to initiate an instance of the protocol with B and end up
sharing a session key with user B but with B fooled into believing that C is
A. Since the rationale for it is quite similar to that of the impersonation-of-
responder attack described above, the description is omitted here. One can eas-
ily remark that C can perform a man-in-the-middle attack[28] between A and
B, not as Yang et al. claimed in[18], by subtly employing the impersonation-
of-initiator attack and the impersonation-of-responder attack described here.
Consequently, A will be fooled into believing that C is B and B will be fooled
into believing that C is A. Furthermore, since C knows the two session keys
shared with A and B respectively, C can decrypt all the ciphertexts transmit-
ted between A and B.

As a result, any legitimate user (an insider) not supposedly involved in a
protocol run can easily exploit it to compromise the authentication mechanism
of the protocol completely. Our attacks also demonstrate that, when moving
from two parties to three parties, the existence of malicious legitimate users
needs to be taken into consideration [29–31]. Please note a malicious user can
also be interpreted to a adversary that has compromised some legitimate user,
say C, and thus known its long-term keys [16]. This approach is what we use
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in the security model(to be introduced later).

2.3.2 Impersonation attack

Firstly, we shows that it is potentially vulnerable to an impersonation attack.
In particular, the adversary A can impersonates successfully any legitimate
user, say A, to fool another user B into believing that it is A. The attack
scenario is outlined in Fig. 3. A more detailed description of the attack is as
follows:

Fig. 3. An impersonation attack on Yang et al.’s protocol.
A(A) B S

rA ∈ Z∗q
RA = rA ∗Q

KA = rA ∗ US = (kAx, kAy)

wA ∈ Z∗q
WA = wA ∗Q

CA = EkAx
(RA, WA)

(IDA,Request)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(IDA,IDB ,CA,RA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

B behaves as normal
(IDB ,Response)L99 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (IDB ,IDA,CB ,RB)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

S behaves as normal
(IDS ,CSB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(IDS ,CSA)L99 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

(1) A randomly selects an integer rA ∈ Z∗
q to compute RA = rA ∗ Q, and

KA = rA ∗US = (kAx, kAy). Then A randomly selects an integer wA ∈ Z∗
q to

compute WA = wA∗Q and uses kAx as the encryption key to compute CA =
EkAx

(RA,WA). Finally, he sends (IDA, Request) and (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) to
B and S, respectively, as if it originated from A, causing them to believe
that A it wishes to initiate a session.

(2) After receiving (IDA, Request), B behaves as normal. B then outputs
(IDB, Response) and (IDB, IDA, CB, RB) to A(A) and S, respectively.

(3) After receiving (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) and (IDB, IDA, CB, RB), S behaves
as normal. Please note, since KA = dS ∗ RA = dSrA ∗Q = rA ∗ US holds in
the current case, S will confirm that A is the valid user A. Then S sends
CSA and CSB to A and B, respectively.

(4) A intercepts the message CSA. And he uses kAx as the decryption key to
compute (RA,WB) = DkAx

(CSA). Finally, A can obtain the session key by
computing SKA = wA ∗WB.

(5) After receiving CSB, B proceeds as normal. Finally, A can obtain the
session key by computing SKB = wB ∗WA. Furthermore, he will believe he
is sharing the session key with A while A is not present at all. B is actually
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sharing with A since SKA = SKB still holds in the current case.

In the above attack, the adversary A impersonates A to interact with B and
S. In the end B was fooled into believing that A is A and A knows the
session. Through the attack, the authentication mechanism of the protocol
is completely compromised. Similarly, A can impersonate B to respond to
A successfully. Since the rationale for it is quite similar, the description is
omitted here.

2.3.3 Disadvantages

We find that Yang et al.’s scheme [18] on ECC has the following disadvantages.
(1)First, the authentication mechanism in their scheme depends solely on a
long-term private key of each user, e.g. dA , which can be risky because an
attacker can successfully forge A to communicate with S if the card used to
store this key is stolen by the attacker; (2) Second, their scheme accomplished
authentication using public-key and thus the server needs a large storage space
to store users’ public keys and certificates. (3) Third, their scheme only has
some heuristic security arguments and lacks formal security proof. To overcome
these disadvantages, we propose an improved authentication scheme on ECC
in the next section.

Finally, we should note that there are some potential security issues in the way
of key derivation in Yang et al.’s scheme. In a modern context, for security of
a key exchange protocol, we usually require that, far from obtaining the whole
key, the adversary cannot even reliably distinguish between the session key
and a randomly chosen string of the expected length. However, the final key
in their scheme has the form wAwB∗Q and is therefore an element of the cyclic
group G. This, however, can be distinguishable from a randomly chosen value
of the same size in case that this value is not in G. Thus, the computation of
wAwB ∗Q is not enough and some additional randomness extraction operation
should be executed.

3 Our Improved Protocol

In this section, we present a secure and efficient three-party authenticated key
exchange protocol for mobile-commerce environments. Our improved scheme
can not only defeat the attacks described in the previous section but also can
overcome those disadvantages existing in Yang et al’s scheme[18]. Finally, we
also provide some important remarks on it in this section.
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3.1 Description

We combine two factors authentication mechanisms in our scheme so that each
user must have the smart-card and know the password in order to accomplish
authentication and key exchange with other users. That is, our scheme is a
smart-card-based password authenticated key exchange protocol in the three
party setting. Our scheme consists of two phases: user registration phase and
the authenticated key exchange phase. In user registration phase, each user
must register to the server S in order to become a legal user and will receive a
smart card issued by the server S. In the authenticated key exchange phase,
two users A and B authenticate each other with S’s help, then A and B can
share a common session key.

First, we define some notations used in our scheme. Let Q be a base point
in an elliptic curve with large prime order q and G the cyclic addition group
generated by Q. H1(·), H2(·) and H3(·): {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l are three public one-
way hash functions, where l is the security parameter. In our scheme, the server
S has a private key kS and a private/public key pair (dS, US) with US = dS∗Q;
and each user U has an unique identity IDU and a smart card issued by the
server. The security of our protocol mainly relies on the EC computational
Diffie-Hellman (ECCDH) assumption. In the ECCDH assumption, given W =
w ∗ Q and V = v ∗ Q, where w and v are drawn randomly from Z∗

q , it is
computationally infeasible to compute uv ∗Q(denoted by ECCDH(W,V )).

Now, we introduce our improved scheme as follows:

Registration phase: Server S issues a smart-card to user U as follows, which
is described in Fig 4.

Fig. 4. Registration phase of our scheme.
U S

IDU−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
LU = kU ⊕H2(PW0) = H1(IDU , kS)⊕H2(PW0)

{IDU ,LU}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step 1. The user U sends his identity IDU to the server.
Step 2. The server S computes kU = H1(IDU , kS) and then LU = kU ⊕

H2(PW0), where⊕ is the exclusive-OR operation on bit strings and PW0 the
initial password (e.g. a default password such as a string of all “1”). Then, S
issues U a smart-card which contains IDU , LU and all the system parameters
needed in our scheme. In our scheme, we assume some protections have
implemented to prevent the secret information LU from being read out of
the card.
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Step 3. After receiving the smart-card , U changes the password immediately.

Authenticated key exchange phase: A( resp. B) inserts his smart card
into the mobile input device and enters password PWA (resp. PWB). The
smart-card retrieves the value kA = LA ⊕ H2(PWA) (resp. kB = LB ⊕
H2(PWB)). A and B (actually performed by the users’ smart-cards) then
use kA and kB respectively to perform authenticated key exchange with S’s
help. This phase is divided into three rounds which are illustrated as in Fig.
5. And a more detailed description follows.

Fig. 5. Authenticated key exchange phase of our scheme.

A B S

kA = LA ⊕H2(PWA) kB = LB ⊕H2(PWB) kS , (dS , US)

rA ∈ Z∗q
RA = rA ∗Q

αA = H3(“1”, IDA, IDB , RA, kA)
(IDA,Request)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(IDA,IDB ,RA,αA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

rB ∈ Z∗q
RB = rB ∗Q

αB = H3(“1”, IDB , IDA, RB , kB)
(IDB ,Response)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (IDB ,IDA,RB ,αB)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

kA = H1(IDA, kS)

kB = H1(IDB , kS)

α
′
A = H3(“1”, IDA, IDB , RA, kA)

α
′
B = H3(“1”, IDB , IDA, RB , kB)

Check α
′
A

?
= αA

Check α
′
B

?
= αB

TA = dS ∗RA

TB = dS ∗RB

βA = H3(“2”, IDA, IDB , RA, TA, kA)

βB = H3(“2”, IDB , IDA, RB , TB , kB)
(IDS ,RA,βB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(IDS ,RB ,βA)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TB = rB ∗ US

TA = rA ∗ US β
′
B = H3(“2”, IDB , IDA, RB , TB , kB)

β
′
A = H3(“2”, IDA, IDB , RA, TA, kA) Check β

′
B

?
= βB

Check β
′
A

?
= βA Z = rB ∗RA

Z = rA ∗RB SKB = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB , RA, RB , Z)

SKA = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB , RA, RB , Z)

Round 1:
Step 1. A randomly selects an integer rA ∈ Z∗

q to compute RA = rA ∗Q.
Step 2. A computes the authenticator αA = H3(“1”, IDA, IDB, RA, kA).
Step 3. A sends (IDA, Request) and (IDA, IDB, RA, αA) to B and S, re-
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spectively. Here, the message “Request” denotes a request that A asks B
to share a session key with him.

Round 2:
Step 1. After receiving (IDA, Request), B randomly selects an integer

rB ∈ Z∗
q to compute RB = rB ∗Q.

Step 2. B computes the authenticator αB = H3(“1”, IDB, IDA, RB, kB).
Step 3. B sends (IDB, Response) and (IDB, IDA, RB, αB) to A and S,

respectively. Here, the message “Response” denotes a response that B
accepts A’s request.

Round 3:
Step 1. After receiving (IDA, IDB, RA, αA) and (IDB, IDA, RB, αB), S

uses kS to compute kA = H1(IDA, kS) and kB = H1(IDB, kS) .
Step 2. S uses kA and kB to compute α

′
A = H3(“1”, IDA, IDB, RA, kA)

and α
′
B = H3(“1”, IDB, IDA, RB, kB) respectively.

Step 3. S checks if the computed α
′
A is the same as αA that was sent from

A in Round 1. If they are the same, then S confirms that A is a valid
user. Otherwise, S stops the protocol and sends an authentication-failed
message to B. At the same time, S checks if the computed α

′
B is the same

as αB that was sent from B in Round 2. If they are the same, then S
confirms that B is a valid user. Otherwise, S stops the protocol and sends
an authentication-failed message to A.

Step 4. If A and B are both valid users, then S uses kA and kB to com-
pute the authenticators βA = H3(“2”, IDA, IDB, RA, TA, kA) and βB =
H3(“2”, IDB, IDA, RB, TB, kB) respectively, where TA = dS ∗ RA , TB =
dS ∗RB.

Step 5. S sends (IDS, RB, βA) and (IDS, RA, βB) to A and B, respectively.
Step 6. After receiving (IDS, RB, βA), A computes TA = rA ∗US and β

′
A =

H3(“2”, IDA, IDB, RA, TA, kA). Then, A checks if the computed β
′
A is the

same as βA that was sent from S. If they are the same, then A confirms
that B has been authenticated by S and he can obtain the session key by
computing Z = rA ∗RB and then SKA = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB, RA, RB, Z).
Otherwise, A rejects the transaction.

Step 7. After receiving (IDS, RA, βB), B computes TB = rB ∗US and β
′
B =

H3(“2”, IDB, IDA, RB, TB, kB). Then, B checks if the computed β
′
B is the

same as βB that was sent from S. If they are the same, then B confirms
that A has been authenticated by S and he can obtain the session key by
computing Z = rB ∗RA and then SKB = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB, RA, RB, Z).
Otherwise, B rejects the transaction.

The correctness of our protocol follows from the fact that, in an honest exe-
cution of the protocol, TA = rA ∗ US = dS · RA, TB = rB ∗ US = dS · RB and
Z = rA ·RB = rB ·RA. Furthermore, we can provide the rigorous proof of the
security for our scheme under the assumptions that the hash function closely
behaves like a random oracle and that the EC computational Diffie-Hellman
problem is difficult. The security model is that was used in [31]. We omitted
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it here.

And one can easily remark that the attacks described in Section 2.3.1 is no
longer effective in our protocol. The weakness existing in Yang et al’s scheme
is due to the fact that there is no way for the server to check whether the two
identities of users contained in the received message are correctly paired or
not and the protocol does not provide each user with any proof necessary to
verify that the other user is as it think the latter is. The problems are fixed
now in our scheme by having the identities of two users included as part of
the message inputs in the computation of the authenticators: αA, αB, βA and
βB. This technique effectively defeats the attacks mentioned above.

You may wonder why we should include TA = rA ∗ US = dS · RA and TB =
rB ∗ US = dS · RB in the computation of βA and βB respectively rather than
just compute S’s authenticators as βA = H3(“2”, IDA, IDB, RA, kA) and βB =
H3(“2”, IDB, IDA, RB, kB). To understand this, let us consider an extreme
case that A’s authentication data kA is compromised, or equivalently both his
password and smart-card are gained by the attacker. In that case, the attacker
will not only be able to masquerade as A but also as B (or the server). By
using this technique, the adversary can not masquerade as B by taking the role
of the server S to reply with a valid authenticator βA to A for the challenge
RA any more since he can not know the value of T = ECCDH(RA, US)
based on the hardness of elliptic curve computational Diffie-Hellman problem.
In other words, our scheme can provide resilience against key-compromise
impersonation. This security property is a desirable one that any given key
exchange protocol is expected to possess[22].

Finally, unlike Yang et al.’s protocol, a key derivation function is used to get
session keys from the agreed upon secret Z in our protocol. More precisely, the
hash function H3 is used in the computation of SKA and SKB, i.e. A and B
computes SKA = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB, RA, RB, Z), SKB = H3(“3”, IDA, IDB,
RA, RB, Z) respectively. As a result, the adversary cannot reliably distinguish
between the session key and a randomly chosen string of the expected length.
On the other hand, it is also necessary to use a hash function to compute
the session key in our proof. Actually, under the assumption that the compu-
tational Diffie-Hellman problem in G is difficult, we can show its security in
random oracle(ideal hash model). We will discuss it in details later.

3.2 Discussions

In this subsection, we discuss its attractive features in contrast to Yang et al’s
scheme.

In addition to resistance against the so-called unknown key-share attacks and
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impersonation, our scheme has the following advantages over Yang et al’s
scheme:

(1) Our scheme is a two-factor mutual authentication scheme based on smart
cards and passwords. At the protocol level, kA (resp. kB) is indeed the
authentication data used in the authenticated key exchange phase. There-
fore, in order to gain help from the server, one must have the smart-card
and know the password of the user so that the value kA (resp. kB) can be
retrieved to perform the protocol. Even in an extreme case that the ad-
versary gets the user’s smart cart (with some protections to prevent the
secret information from being read out), our scheme still can protect the
password information against the notorious password guessing attacks
by which attackers could search the relatively small space of human-
memorable passwords. With the smart card of a user, say A, the attacker
can guess a password and enter it into the card to run the protocol. As
the specification, the card will output αA associated with a fresh RA.
Since RA is a random element chosen by the card and the expected αA

related with this new RA unlikely appears in the previous executions with
an instance of the user, the attacker can not verify his guess unless he
forwards this message to the server and see whether the server accepts it.
However, both the server and the card will invalidate or block the request
from that user whenever a certain number of failed attempts occurs.

(2) Our scheme scheme utilizes each user’s unique identity to accomplish
authentication, instead of using public keys. The server S uses its private
key kS and the user’s unique identity IDA(resp. IDB) to derive kA (resp.
kB) for authentication. Thus, the server does not need to maintain a
large public-key table while the number of users becomes very large.
Therefore, our scheme provides high scalability for the user addition in
mobile-commerce environments.

To sum up, our scheme overcomes all disadvantages mentioned in the section
2.3.

At the same time, the merits of Yang et al’s original scheme in [18] are left
unchanged in the our scheme. As pointed out in Section 3.1, our scheme also
provides resilience against key-compromise impersonation. When the long-
term key of an entity is compromised, the adversary will be able to masquerade
as the the entity but the situation will be even worse if the adversary can also
masquerade as another entity. We say a protocol offers resilience against key-
compromise impersonation if it can prevent this attack. Furthermore, even
when both kA and kB are compromised, the adversary still can not know the
previous session keys that were established before the corruption (which is
usually called forward secrecy).

Furthermore, our scheme is simpler and more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme
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in[18].

• Firstly, our scheme is more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme. As shown in
Table 1, on one honest run of our authentication protocol, each party no
longer needs to perform symmetric-key encryption/decryption operations.
For simplicity, the computation costs of Table 1 do not include the hash-
ing computations since it can be done much more efficiently both in time
and energy consumption than point multiplication and symmetric-key en-
cryption/decryption operations(note, to compute CA in their scheme, the
message (RA,WA) should be divided into some blocks and thus several en-
cryption operations of AES are needed actually), based on the experimental
results of related researches[32–37].

• Secondly, the server can efficiently test the validness of each message sent
from each user. Since each message is sent along with a hashing value as its
authenticator in our scheme, the server needs to perform a hashing operation
and then make comparison in a straightway to validate a message. However,
to achieve the same goal, each party needs to perform two point multiplica-
tion plus some symmetric-key decryption operations in Yang et al’s scheme.
As a result, the server can have a better tolerance of the so-called denial
of service attack because a lot of operating time used in checking could
be saved if an invalid message is received. Therefore, our scheme is more
robust.

• Besides, our scheme allows mobile users to change their password freely.

Finally, we list the comparisons of our scheme and Yang et al’s scheme on
ECC in Table 1. Based on the results listed in the table, we conclude that our
scheme is more practical for the users of mobile devices.

Table 1. Comparisons with Yang et al’s work

Schemes
Properties

Yang et al Ours

authentication mechanism one-factor two-factor

security against unknown key-share attack No Yes

Provable security No Yes

Storage requirement on S High Low

U : 3PM+2SE U : 3PM
performance Computation costs ∗

S: 2PM+4SE S: 2PM

Communication rounds 3 3

∗PM: Elliptic curve point multiplication; SE: Symmetric-key encryption/decryption.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated that Yang et al’s three-party authenti-
cated protocol is potentially vulnerable to an unknown key-share attack and
impersonation attack. Furthermore, we have proposed a secure and efficient
three-party authenticated key exchange protocol for mobile-commerce envi-
ronments. Our improved protocol not only defeats the attacks described by us
but also overcomes all disadvantages of Yang et al.’s protocol. Thus the end
result is more practical for the users of mobile devices.
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